INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
LEADERSHIP TALK
January 18, 2022 Decisions
Program Organized
Questions shall be asked, organized and answered according to the following six categories:
EMPLOYEE
ISSUES

ORGANIZATIONAL
ISSUES

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
ISSUES

OTHERS ISSUES

CHURCH MEMBERS
ISSUES

POLICY
THESE AREISSUES
THE ONES

Persons who are eligible to send questions to Leadership Talk are:
i.
Any baptized member of the Church in IAD
. ii.
Pastors within the IAD territory
iii.
Departmental leaders
iv.
Administrators
v.
Employees
vi.
Supervisors
Program Execution Procedure
The questions shall be received and sorted according to categories by the following question
coordinators:
All English Questions
i.
Denise Johnson
ii.
Pamella Scott
iii.
Mildred Presentacion
All Spanish Questions
i.
Dulce Rice
ii.
Susy Perla-Longa
iii.
Wendy Tejada
All French Questions
i. Elie Honore
ii. Zorida Powell

iii. Janelle Scantlebury Smith
Procedure:
1. Each question coordinator will receive and sort the questions in the six categories
2. The question coordinators will share the questions with the program execution
coordinators; Balvin Braham and Margaret Daniel
3. The program execution coordinators will determine the questions to be answered in each
program and inform the question coordinators of the date for these answers.
4. The question coordinators will inform the questioners when the questions will be
responded to in a live broadcast so that they can be present to receive answers to their
questions.
5. Question coordinators will also send the questioner a response to their question at the
time when the questions are received, accordingly:
“Dear…
This is to inform you that we have received your question/observation and have placed
them in the question bank to be addressed at a future date. We will inform you of the date
when your question/observation is selected to receive a response. Thanks for sharing
with us”.
OR
“Dear…
This is to inform you that we have received your question/observation and have referred
it to someone responsible. You will be contacted directly by the relevant persons on the
way forward. Thanks for sharing with us”.
6. Execution coordinators will identify and communicate with the panel members that will
respond to the questions in each live broadcast setting.
7. The execution coordinators will communicate with the technical team (Osman, Elifelet,
Deutley) to determine details of the broadcast as necessary.
8. The technical team will work on managing the program in consultation and coordination
with the communication team so that it can be carried live on all possible platforms of the
Inter-American Division.
9. The execution coordinators will provide the communication team (Abel, Keila,
Wilmer) with the following details for the promotion:
i.
Flyers
ii.
videos
iii.
Other
10.
i.

The communication and technical teams will work and communicate together on
the broadcast of the program on the following:
Webcast.interamerica.org

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

IAD facebook page
IAD YouTube channel
Other IAD social media platforms
Zoom

11.

The technical team will establish the set, logo and the required designs to make
this a unique program of the IAD which is attractive to the multiple ethnic and
multicultural groups of the IAD that will access the program.

12.

Othman Gonzalez, administrator of seld.interamerica.org webpage will coordinate
and update all materials and promotions for the program that will be mounted on
that page.

13.

A trial for the first program will be held at 3:00pm on Tuesday February 21, 2022

14.

The first program will be aired live on Thursday February 24, 2022 at 8:00pm
EST and will focus on questions from church members in the IAD.

15.

The program execution coordinators shall identify the translators for each meeting
and shall communicate the information to the technical team.

16.

The program execution coordinators shall develop the program grid for each
program and share it with the technical team in a timely manner.

17.

Contributing Coordinators (Union leadership coordinators)
i.
ATCU
Cheryl Rolle
ii.
Luis Jesse
BELU
iii.
Kern Tobias
CARU
iv.
José Estanis Dzul Trejo
CEMU
v.
José Luis Bouchot Diaz
CIMU
vi.
Luis Amador
CUBU
vii.
Teófilo Silvestre
DOMU
viii. Sherman kook
DUCU
ix.
Luis Paredes
EVAU
x.
Luis Alonso Aguillon
ELSU
xi.
Jacques BIBRAC
FAGU
xii.
Guenther García
GUAU
xiii. Andre Pierre
HAIU
xiv. Roberto Brown
HONU
xv.
Aaron Omana
IOMU
xvi. Joseph Smith
JAMU
xvii. Dubiel Quintero
NOMU
xviii. Osvaldo Arrieta
NOMU
xix. Carlos Saldaña
PANU
xx.
Víctor Valles
PURU
xxi. Marvin Gómez Otero
SCAU
xxii. Alvaro Niño
SOCU

xxiii. David Celis Aguilar
xxiv. Orlando Ramírez

-

SOMU
WEVU

